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NFLA media releases
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(On NFLA website.)
•

•

NFLA holds
important seminar
on Irish attitudes to
new nuclear build
and sustainable
energy alternatives
NFLA publishes
briefing over
Berkeley radwaste
shipments to
Sweden
NFLA to respond to
IPC Hinkley Point
planning inquiry

Despite the decision by
RWE and E-on to pullout of new nuclear build,
the planning inquiry for
the first major proposed
reactor to be built in
England for 2 decades is
being progressed at
Hinkley Point, Somerset.
The NFLA is developing
a response to the IPC in
regard to EDF’s planning
application to build a
new nuclear reactor in
Somerset.
Despite
the
EDF
application running to
over 30,000 pages long
only 6 months is being
given to determining
planning permission.
The NFLA are closely
linking in to other
groups over a suitable
response. Further details
will be provided on the
response in the NFLA
May Newsletter.
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Mayors for Peace gears up for the 2012 NPT PrepCon
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members

Norwegian poster raises concerns over
Sellafield in Oslo city centre, April
2012 (courtesy of Doug Weir, ICBUW)

Mayors for Peace
board meeting and
a delegation to the
NPT, 2nd – 6th May,
Vienna. Further
details on the
Mayors for Peace
website.

NFLA Steering
Committee, 29th June,
Manchester Town
Hall.
Nuclear groups
planning meeting,
30th June,
Manchester.

a

Dates for national
NFLA Forum
meetings will be
confirmed after the
May local elections.

